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The early stages of planetary 
evolution

Massive early
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By applying current concepts in
metabolic regulation to the study of scal-
ing, Darveau et al. are left to conclude that
most previous attempts at understanding
the mouse-to-elephant curve were simply
red herrings. If their approach holds up to
the intense scrutiny that it will no doubt
receive, their contribution will fan studies

of Kleiber’s “f ire of life,” as would a
breath of fresh air.
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S C I E N C E ’ S C O M P A S S

Recent advances in seismic tomogra-
phy and dynamic modeling of
Earth’s interior have reopened the

question of how Earth’s mantle has
evolved. Did the mantle evolve as a chem-
ically layered system, or has it always con-
vected as a whole? And what are the con-
sequences for the preservation and loca-
tion of its geochemical components? 

Noble gases trapped in the silicate man-
tle may hold the key to resolving this ques-
tion. These volatile, unreactive, and silicate-
incompatible elements give us information
about the origin of terrestrial volatiles and
the processes and conditions in early Earth
history that have incorporated these ele-
ments into the silicate mantle (rather than
partitioning them into the atmosphere).
They further constrain how much of the
mantle’s volatiles have escaped to the atmo-
sphere over Earth’s history, and they pre-
serve a record of volatile-rich regions still
existing in the mantle today. 

The noble gases He, Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe
produced by radioactive decay (mostly
from U, Th, and K) differ in their isotopic
composition from the original or “primor-
dial” noble gases. Primordial noble gases
in today’s Earth originate either directly
from the solar nebula or from volatiles
trapped in accreting material (such as me-
teorites hitting the early Earth). Compared
with these sources, the primordial noble
gases in today’s terrestrial atmosphere are
enriched in their heavy isotopes.

The enrichment may be a result of the
loss of an early, dense atmosphere in the
first 100 million years of Earth’s history (1).
During a high-energy phase of the early
Sun, hydrogen streamed from this atmo-
sphere into space, carrying with it lighter
volatile elements and isotopes (2). However,
different noble gases have varying degrees
of enrichment that cannot be caused by a
single event. Differential release of noble

gases from the mantle into the atmosphere
because of their different solubilities in
magma, combined with various stages of at-
mosphere loss, may provide the answer (3).

Noble gases trapped since accretion are
still degassing from the mantle into the atmo-
sphere today. The ratio of primordial to radio-
genic noble gas isotopes in mantle material,
for example, 3He/4He, reflects the ratio of
noble gas to U and Th. Basalts from mid-
ocean ridges, which sample the upper mantle,
have a remarkably uniform 3He/4He ratio. In
contrast, 3He/4He ratios of ocean island
basalts may be lower or higher than at the
ridges. Major ocean island “hot spots,” such
as Hawaii and Iceland, have a higher 3He/4He
ratio than mid-ocean ridges, an observation
that has been a cornerstone of the “layered
mantle” model that has dominated mantle

geochemistry for the last 20 years. In this
model, ocean island volcanoes sample a low-
er, more volatile-rich layer that has been pre-
served over Earth’s lifetime below the seis-
mic discontinuity at 670 km depth.

This model has recently come under
scrutiny. Tomographic images have pro-
vided evidence for subducted material
passing through the 670-km discontinuity
(4). And numerical models of mantle con-
vection show that neither the high viscosi-
ty of the lower mantle nor the phase
change at 670 km can preserve layering or
large-scale geochemical heterogeneity in
the deep mantle (5). The models also show
that the observed mass balance of radio-
genic noble gas between atmosphere and
mantle is not unique to a layered mantle
(5). This presents us with a fundamental
problem: How and where are primordial
noble gases preserved in the mantle?

The problem is compounded by the fact
that a large portion of ocean island basalt
stems from material that has been subduct-
ed and recycled into the mantle (6). Recy-
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Then and now. During accretion, large bodies are efficiently degassed on impact (left), yet noble
gas measurements suggest that reservoirs within Earth’s mantle remain volatile-rich today (right).
Possible causes include equilibration between a magma ocean and an early massive atmosphere, or
incorporation of undegassed material into the mantle, perhaps from an early stage of accretion.
Any model describing the evolution of the mantle must account for why different regions in the
mantle preserve distinct geochemical signatures in a dynamic convecting regime.

[Ballentine, 2002]

Early stages = Initial condition ➪ long term evolution

Short time window



Who is concerned?

Early planetary evolution is 
everybody’s business
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Early thermo-chemical state of terrestrial planets

Major Difficulties
Many events & processes acting on various scales
➪ Difficult to model all at once
➪ Modeling using parameterized  models (based on scaling laws)

?

➪ Accretion 
➪ Impact heating
➪ Isostatic readjustment
➪ Differentiation
➪ Convection 
➪ Viscous heating
➪ Diffusion 
➪ Radioactive heating ... 

Accretionnal 
growth

~4.5 109 years~10-100 106 years~103 -106  years

AgeCore 
formation

Long term 
evolution



Core Formation

~42% ~12% 16%

~4%

~9%

NASA

✓ Metallic core present on several terrestrial planets & satellites
✓ Core formation:  First major differentiation event in terrestrial planets

What are the constraints?



εW =
(182W/184W )sample

(182W/184W )standart
− 1 ]×1000

Earth’s mantle εW = 0

Hf/W  chronometry

Hf :lithophile
W: siderophile 

➪ Hf-W fractionation during core formation 

 182Hf decays to 182W

Core formation depleted Earth’s mantle in siderophile elements, resulting in 
elevated ratios of lithophile (e.g., Hf) to siderophile (e.g., W) elements in 
Earth’s mantle 

➪ Core formation is a Fast process: t <100 Myrs (e.g., [Kleine et al., 2004])

From T. Kleine



Observations: Abundance of 
Siderophile Elements in Earth’s Mantle

➪ (high P & T ) Metal-Silicate equilibration / 
chemical exchanges during core formation 

However, a few moderately & 
highly siderophile elements  

(Co, Ni, Ir...) remain
overabundant in the Earth’s 

mantle.

Core formation depletes 
Earth’s mantle

 in siderophile elements 
(Fe, W, Ni, Co...)

After [Oneill & Palme, 1998]



Metal-Silicates separation

Gravitational segregation (of any kind)?
Yes, if melting is present  (low viscosities)

➪ High temperatures

ρFe - ρSi >> 1

Iron 
Core

Silicate 
mantle

L~106 m

?



Heat sources during core formation

Comparable amounts of heating
➪ ΔT ~ 1000 K
➪ Large scale melting likely
➪ local & global magma oceans
➪ Differentiation of planetesimals

1. Impact: Ek ➪ ET

[Senshu et al. 2002]

2. Radioactive decay (26Al, 60Fe)

[Walter & Trønnes, 2004]

[Rubie et al., 2007]

3. Viscous / gravitational: Ep ➪ ET



Constraints on core formation

Summary
✓Hf/W  chronometry
➪ Fast process: t <100 Myrs 

✓ Overabundance of siderophile elements in mantle
➪ Requires Fe-Si equilibration

✓High T process (”Si-Fe” separation) 
➪ Melting in magma ocean/ponds or elsewhere...

Iron 
Core

Silicate 
mantle?



Several possible core formation scenarios

We assume that the rate of surface heat loss is
controlled by radiation according to:

qloss ¼ cB T4
s ð5Þ

where cB is the Stefan^Boltzmann constant. A
dense steam atmosphere, which may have sur-
rounded the early Earth, greatly reduces the
heat £ux when Ts drops below 1500 K [11,15,
16]. At higher surface temperatures the presence
of a steam atmosphere has little e¡ect on heat loss
and Ts is determined by equating Eqs. 4 and 5.
The temperature at the base of the magma ocean

is assumed to be initially either on the peridotite
liquidus or above the liquidus and is therefore
de¢ned by the magma ocean depth. This assump-
tion avoids complexities of modeling £ow and
di¡usion in partially crystalline magma. Liquidus
temperatures up to 25 GPa are obtained from
published phase diagrams [17] (based on data ob-
tained up to 25 GPa) and [18,19] at higher pres-
sures. The potential temperature at the Earth’s
surface is determined by calculating an adiabat
(using thermodynamic data of [20]).

In order to describe transport properties of liq-
uid metal and liquid silicate, we use the di¡usion

Falling metal droplets

Deep terrestrial magma
ocean

magma ocean
         

Metal layer, ponded at
base of magma ocean

Ponded

metal 

layer

Metal diapirs

descending

through crystal-

line lower mantle

Turbulent
convection

VS

Fig. 1. Cartoon summarizing processes of metal^silicate separation during core formation. The central cartoon shows a deep
magma ocean overlying crystalline lower mantle (white). Metal is separating from silicate liquid in the magma ocean in the form
of small liquid metal droplets (top). A layer of liquid metal has collected at the base of the magma ocean and periodically de-
scends further as large diapirs (bottom).

EPSL 6466 3-1-03

D.C. Rubie et al. / Earth and Planetary Science Letters 205 (2003) 239^255 241

[Karato & Murthy, 1997] 
[Rubie et al.,2003]

Metal 
rainfall

Destabilization of a global iron layer

[Stevenson,1981]

Sinking of iron-rich diapirs

[Stevenson,1981]
End-member 

cases!

 [Rubie et al.,2007]

Fracturation &
 Percolation



Core formation scenarios dynamically tested

[Ricard et al.,2009]

Metal rainfall

[Hoink et al., 2006]
[Honda et al.,1993]

Destabilization of a global iron layer

[Samuel & Tackley, 2008]

Negative diapirism (+ additional complexities)

...

[Golabek et al., 2008, 2009]



How?
➪ Numerical modeling with a systematic approach
➪ Derive simple(r) semi-analytic / fully analytic scaling laws

What, Why, How?
Why?

✓ Understand the dynamics
✓ Quantify core formation timing
✓ Fe-Si Chemical exchanges
✓ Core-mantle Energy Partitioning

What?
Focus on negative diapirism in:
✓ solid or  partially molten proto-mantle
✓ magma ocean



ρ0 +Δρc

η, ρ0

g
H

Spherical axisymmetric model setup

B =
∆ρc

ρ0α∆T
Di =

αgH

Cp

Ra =
ρ0αg∆TH3

η0κ

Important quantities

∇p−∇.(ηε̇) + Ra(T −BC)#er = 0

∇.U = 0 DC

Dt
= 0

Mass

Momentum

Energy

Composition

DT

Dt
= ∇2T +

Di

Ra
σ : ε̇−DiTUr

Rb = Ra B =
∆ρcgH3

η0κ

Hv =
Di

Ra
η = f(T,melt, C, σ)

small

>>1

3 dimensionless numbers

4 conservation equations
 (stagYY)

[0-10-12]

[105-1012]

Inertia 
neglected
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Qv
TC η

‘Silicate’ ‘Metal’ 0 500K highlowhighlow

Results: typical evolution

ΔH

Global temperature increase
➪Conversion of potential (Ep) 

to thermal (Eth) energy via 
viscous heating

Where does viscous heating take place?

Rb=3 108 
Hv=10-7 

T0             T0+ ΔT

∆Ep = ∆ρcVd g∆H

∆Eth = ρCpV δT

∆Ep ∼ ∆EthEnergy balance:

δT ∼ ∆H
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Rb=3 108 
Hv=10-7 
Newtonian η 

Φv TC η

Results: typical evolution

ΔT ~ 1-1000K ➪ melting
Timing < 10 Myrs 

Φv max: interface 
➪ Tmax @ interface 

T0              T0+ ΔT



Results:influence of temperature dependent η

Diapir’s tail: HighT  Low η  
➪ Upper/lower hemisphere asymmetry

➪ Diapir’s shape goes from
spherical to ~ hemispherical cup

η variation localized
➪ weak influence on Vs
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Power law 

Results: Newtonian vs. Power law rheologies

Viscosity 
decrease 

limited to a 
narrow zone

Viscosity 
decrease zone 
extends up to 
several radii

η/η0

Newtonian Rb=3 108 
Hv=10-7 

100
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V
s
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s
0

10-8 10-7 10-6

Dimensionless time

n=2   !=1     "T=105
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n=1   !=103

Fig. 4. Results from the numerical experiments: Diapir sinking velocities
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Newtonian

Viscosity decrease limited to a 
narrow, high deformation zone

Viscosity decrease zone 
extends up to several radii

Rb=3 108 
Hv=10-7 

Power law 

4.5

4.6

4.7

4.8

4.9

r

12.00 12.25 12.50 12.75 13.00

log10(φv)
12.5 13.0 13.5 14.0 14.5

log10(φv)

Viscous heating 
mainly located at 

the interface diapir-
mantle (poles)

Results: Newtonian vs. Power law rheologies



Newtonian

T/ΔT

Power law 

Viscous heating 
mainly located at 

the interface diapir-
mantle (poles)

Rb=3 108 
Hv=10-7 

Similar temperature 
distribution

Viscosity decrease limited to a 
narrow, high deformation zone

Viscosity decrease zone 
extends up to several radii

Results: Newtonian vs. Power law rheologies



Scaling law for Diapir sinking velocity

Describes well the results of our experiments 

Diffusion creep dominant σc<σT

Modified Stokes velocity:
(e.g. [Weinberg ,1992])

Dislocation creep dominant σc≥σT

Terminal velocity Vs quickly reached in all experiments 
➪ Viscous drag  ~ Buoyancy 
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Melting & 
Equilibration



Melting and Fe-Si Equilibration

✓ m-km sized diapir
✓ Mostly solid silicate context

Solid silicate

liquid silicate?

Metal Diapir

Vs

Under which 
conditions is silicate 

melt  produced?

Melt leads to higher κc ➪ Faster chemical exchanges



Semi-analytical model: simplified equations

Governing quantities

Momentum 

Energy (2 parameters)

Πv =
Vsη0

Rd∆Tρ0Cp
∇p−∇.(ηε̇) + C #er = 0

Characteristic scales
Velocity:Vs & Length:Rd

➪ Flow approximated analytically
[hadamard,1911]

➪ Momentum Eq. parameter free
Efficiency of viscous 

heating

Advection/Diffusion 
velocities 

0.000000

0.555184

1.110370

1.665550

2.220740

2.775920

3.331110

3.886290

4.441480

4.996660

5.551840

!T

0.00000000

0.00757203

0.01514410

0.02271610
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0.07572030
!T

"v
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#"v
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#"v

ρ0 +Δρ
c

ρ0, η(T,C,σ)

Rd

Vs

DT

Dt
=

1
PeT

∇2T + Πv σ : ε̇

PeT =
VsRd

κT

Only one equation to solve 
(instead of 4) with 2 parameters

Assumptions
Spherical diapir 
Δρc >> ΔρT

T effect on η is localized 



Numerical expts. vs. semi-analytical model 

Si melt T

Numerical Experiments
4 conservation equations

Semi-analytical model

PeT=865    πv=0.7
Sinking distance: 4 Rd

Good agreement
Approximations made for 
the Semi-Analytical model 

are reasonable

Lower bound condition for silicate melt ?
DT/Dt >0 ➪ F=πv PeT > 1 

Viscous dissipation > Diffusion

DT

Dt
=

1
PeT

∇2T + Πv σ : ε̇

Si melt T

Silicate melt surrounding 
the Fe diapir is produced



Thin &
continuous
➪ F~10-100

Discontinuous

Thick continuous
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Π
v

0.010.01 0.1 1 10 100 1000
PeT

No melt

Melt geometry: Which value for F?
Lower bound for silicate melt generation: F = πv PeT  > 1 

Upper bound for F?
1. Continuous melt layer

2. Thin ~ δCBL - 0.1 Rd



S.-i. Karato, V.R. Murthy / Physics of the Earth and Planetary Interiors 100 (1997) 61-79 63 

that the average size of  accreting planetesimais in- 

creased with time during accretion (e.g. Wetheril l ,  

1990), and in a later stage where relatively large 

planetesimals ( >  1 -10  km on average) accreted, a 

significant fraction of  gravitational energy was con- 

verted to heat to cause melting near the surface of  a 

growing planet (e.g. Safronov, 1978; Hayashi et al., 

1979; Kaula, 1979; Davies, 1985, 1990; Abe and 

Matsui, 1985; Sasaki and Nakazawa, 1986; Tonks 

and Melosh, 1993; Solomatov and Stevenson, 1993b). 

Core formation is l ikely to have started at this stage. 

According to these models, melting is l ikely to have 

started when the size of  planet became ~ 2000-3000  

km. The subsequent evolution of  a molten layer (a 

magma ocean) is sensitive to the energy budget that 

depends on the surface conditions of  a growing 

planet (either it was covered with an atmosphere or 

not; Hayashi et al., 1979; Abe and Matsui, 1985) and 

to the efficiency of  convective cooling of  a magma 

ocean (Sasaki and Nakazawa, 1986; Davies, 1985, 

1990; Tonks and Melosh, 1993; Solomatov and 

Stevenson, 1993b). Most  of  these models suggest 

that a completely molten magma ocean could have 

occurred only at relatively shallow depths ( <  300 

km) but a partially molten magma ocean could have 

extended down to ~ 2000-3000 km in the earth 

beneath which presumably was a cold proto-nucleus 

that was mostly made of  primitive undifferentiated 

materials. A schematic temperature profile of  a 

growing earth is given in Fig. 1 together with a 

viscosity-depth profile (Appendix A). The tempera- 

ture and pressure conditions in a shallow magma 

ocean are not very different from those in relatively 

large planetesimals in which chemical differentiation 

could have occurre& However,  both temperatures 

and pressures in a partially molten deep magma 

ocean can be much higher than those in large plan- 

etesimals and in a shallow magma ocean owing to 

the large effect of  pressure on melting temperatures 

(e.g. Ohtani, 1983; Zerr  and Boehler, 1993, 1994; 

Shen and Lazor, 1995). For  a ~ 3000 km deep 

magma ocean, temperature and pressure of  up to 

~ 6000 K and ~ 120 GPa respectively may have 

been realized. 

Models  of  core formation must consider all the 

processes involved in these various stages. When 

accreting planetesimals contained already differenti- 

ated metallic iron, then the formation of  core in- 

(A) 
I I 

I / l~liquitlus 

I 

center za Zl surface 

radius 

(B) I 

I 

I 

~', %% I I 

I 

I 

I - 

center z2 zl surface 

radius 

Fig. 1. (a) A typical temperature profile of growing earth in a later 
stage of accretion where most of core formation is likely to have 
occurred (after Sasaki and Nakazawa, 1986). Melting starts when 

the earth's size became ~ 2000-3000 km. Melting is complete in 

the near surface layer ( < 300 km), but the layer below is only 

partially molten. The central portion remains solid throughout the 

accretion process until massive overturn occurs. Temperatures in a 

shallow, completely molten layer are ~ 1500-2000 K, whereas 

those in a deep, partially molten layer increases significantly with 
depth and could be ~ 6000 K at the bottom of the layer. (b) A 

viscosity-depth profile of a growing earth. The viscosity of the 
near surface layer is that of ultramafic magma (10 -I -1 Pa.s; 

BoUinga and Weill, 1972), whereas the viscosity of a partially 

molten layer is determined by the melt fraction (e.g. Marsh, 
1981). The melt fraction, in turn, is controlled by the feed-back 

between viscosity and cooling and for the earth, viscosity i s  

estimated to be ~ 101° ± 3 Pa-s (Sasaki and Nakazawa, 1986). A 

sharp increase in viscosity is expected near the boundary between 
completely and partially molten layers (z0. The viscosity of the 

central solid proto-nucleus is controlled by solid state creep. The 
viscosity is likely to be controlled by grain-size sensitive creep 

and is moderate despite low temperatures because of small grain- 

size (see Appendix A for details: viscosity just below the bound- 

arY (z2) is estimated to be ~ 10 ts ± 2 Pa. s and viscosity increases 
with depth to get a maximum of ~ 1026+ 2 Pa.s at around 

4000-5000 kin). 

volves only physical  separation of  iron from sili- 

cates. When accreting materials are primitive, such 

as chondrites, then reduction of  these materials must 

[Karato & Murthy, 1997]

 ~ 1018± 2  Pa s

 ~ 1010± 3 

medium, which in turn depends on the temperature profile
within Mars.
2.4.2. Diapir Migration
[41] The settling velocity of the diapir is given by the

Stokes’ law as follows:

vsettle ¼
2!rga2

9h
ð26Þ

where !r is the difference between the density of the diapir
and the mean density of the surrounding medium, g is the
gravity acceleration, and a is the radius of the diapir. Here
we calculate the mean density by dividing the total mass of
each layer, which includes silicate, metallic residue, and
metallic diapirs, by its volume.
[42] As shown in equation (26), the settling velocity is

dependent on h but independent on the viscosity of metallic
blob itself. This is because the viscosity of the metallic blob
is at least two orders of magnitude smaller than that of the
surrounding medium [Whitehead and Luther, 1975].
[43] When a diapir is small, h is given by equation (22).

On the other hand, if a diapir is large, significant differential
stress generated in the surrounding material causes disloca-
tion creep. In such a case h is given by:

h ¼ chs$n exp dh
Tm
T

! "
ð27Þ

where ch = 4.17 Pa$1.5 % s, dh = 43.30, and n = 2.5 [Karato
et al., 1986]. The differential stress s is estimated by:

s ¼ 2ga!r: ð28Þ

When equation (27) gives smaller viscosity than that
calculated from equation (22), we use the former value to
calculate the migration speed of the diapir.
[44] If the temperature is higher than Tm, the viscosity is

far smaller than that calculated by equation (22). In this case
h is calculated as follows [Kaula, 1979]:

h ¼ hm $ h0ð Þ exp $eh T $ Tmð Þ
# $

þ h0 ð29Þ

where hm is the viscosity at melting temperature and eh =
0.4 and h0 = 350 Pa % s [Zahnle et al., 1988].
[45] We trace the settling path of each diapir. When one

diapir passes over another one, they may collide and
coalesce with each other. We treat the coalescence process
with Monte Carlo method. Probability of the coalescence is
given by

Pcoalesce ¼
p a1 þ a2ð Þ2

4pr2
ð30Þ

where a1 and a2 are the radii of diapirs, and r is the distance
from the center of a growing Mars.

3. Numerical Results

[46] Our model contains the following free parameters;
the minimum planetesimal mass mmin, the accretion time
tacc, and the size ratio of the isobaric core to the impactor

gic. We consider the accretion time as a constant value of
106 years, because the difference in tacc does not signifi-
cantly affect the results. We adopt mmin = 1018 kg and gic =
1.2 for standard model. Figure 5 shows the snapshots of the
evolution of thermal structure of a growing Mars (a) and the
density distribution of the interior (b). The center of a
growing Mars is shown to remain cold and hard throughout
accretion. Temperature increases with distance from the
center, since the accretional energy per unit mass increases
with the radius of the proto-planet. A thermal boundary
layer is formed beneath the surface.
[47] When the radius of Mars reaches about 0.8 times the

final radius, the silicate-metal separation starts to occur.
Once silicate-metal separation occurs within a magma pond,
differentiated metal blobs begin to sink toward the center,
thereby changing the density structure. The higher density
region represents the layer where the fraction of metal
component increases. The densest layer is almost entirely
composed of metallic component. Hereafter we will refer
this layer as the metallic layer.

Figure 5. Snapshots of (a) thermal- and (b) density-
structure evolutions of a growing Mars for mmin = 1018 kg
and gic = 1.2. The broken and double-dotted, broken and
dotted, dotted, broken, and solid curves represent the
evolutionary stages of R/Rfinal = 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0,
respectively. "r represents the bulk density of a growing
Mars (3870 kg/m3). The vertical scales of figures in (b) are
the same with each other.
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Conditions (Rd?) for metal silicate equilibration
___ Power law η 

(σT =1 MPa n=3.5)
___ Newtonian η 

Rd~ 1-100m 

Constraints

1.  Silicate melt : πv PeT ~10
➪ Rd,Zeq,teq = f(η0)

2. η0 ~ 1010± 3  Pa s
[Karato & Murthy, 1997]

3. Timing < 100 Myrs
[Kleine et al. , 2004]

zeq~ 1000 km 

teq~ 1-103 years 

zeq ∼ Rd
5/2ηe

−1/2

teq =
zeq
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Rd =
[
9 η0 κT ∆Tsl ρ0 Cp F

(A ∆ρc g)2

]1/4

Rd =

[
9 η0 κT ∆Tsl ρ0 Cp F X2n

(A∆ρc g)2

(
3σ0

∆ρc g

)2(1−n)
] 1

2(n+1)



Conclusions I

Negative diapirism is a plausible scenario for core formation 
With Rd ~1-100 m , (for η0 ~ 1010± 3  Pa s) it satisfies:
➪ Hf/W constraints (timing of core formation < 100 Myrs)
➪ Fe-Si equilibration 

Study the dynamics of sinking iron diapir 
surrounded by viscous silicate material
➪ Derived general scaling laws for Vs
➪ Derived general scaling laws for T/melting

Viscous dissipation important at the interface
➪ Produces higher temperatures in the vicinity of the diapir
➪ Silicate melt surrounding the diapir (if πv PeT > 1)
➪ Favors Fe-Si equilibration during the descent of the diapirs



Heat 
Distribution



Gravitational heating 
For Mars: ∆Ep~1029 Joules
 For Earth: ∆Ep~1031 Joules

➪ ∆T~ 100 K for the whole planet
➪ ∆T~ 1000 K for iron core only

How is it distributed inside a planet?

∆Ep = ∆ρcVd g∆H

∆Eth = ρCpV δT

∆Ep ∼ ∆Eth

[Stevenson,1981]

Core formation by negative diapirism and 
heat generation



How does heat partitions between the diapirs 
and their surrounding as they sink?

Td(t, πv , PeT , rheology)? DT

Dt
=

1
PeT

∇2T + Πv σ : ε̇

Very challenging for 106 diapirs
Additional simplification is required

➪ Scaling laws for Td (t)

Easy & fast to solve for 1 diapir 



Seeking for Td(t) : Analytical modeling

Ti

T0

Td

T̄d = Π∗
v + (T̄ 0

d −Π∗
v) exp

(
− 1

Pe∗T
t

)... Finally

“Sphere-Shell” model

dT̄d

dt
= −Cd(T̄d − T̄i)

dT̄i

dt
∼= −Ci( ¯2Ti − T̄d) + δT̄ v

i

DT

Dt
=

1
PeT

∇2T + Πv σ : ε̇



“Sphere-Shell” analytical-empirical model

T̄d = Π∗
v + (T̄ 0

d −Π∗
v) exp

(
− 1

Pe∗T
t

)
Pe∗T ∼ Pe1/2

T

Π∗v = lim
t→∞

Td

∂T

∂t
+ U.∇T =

1
PeT

∇2T + Πvσ : ε̇

➪We have everything we need!

How to determine πv*?

with

For various PeT, πv , γT

Π∗
v = f1(PeT , γT ) + f2(γT )ln(Πv)Parameterization:
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Analytical vs. Numerical results 
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Td(t) can be described 
analytically in good 
agreement with the 
numerical results 



Heat partitioning during core formation?

?

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 9001000
ΔTimpact (K)

model, while 0.3 Rfinal in Coradini et al. [1983]. This
difference is mainly caused by difference in adopted size
distribution of planetesimals. The exponent of the inverse
power law size distribution in our model is larger than unity,
which means most of the total mass of planetesimals is
occupied by smaller ones. On the other hand the size
distribution used by Coradini et al. [1983] has the power
of !0.83, which means most of total mass is occupied by
large planetesimals.
[54] Our study suggests that no metallic core is formed at

the center of Mars. Although numerous metallic blobs were
formed within magma ponds and migrate toward the center
due to negative buoyancy, they almost stop sinking at some
depth and form a metallic layer. This is mainly because the
inner part of a growing Mars has high viscosity. The
viscosity strongly depends on temperature. For example,
the viscosity of silicate at 1000 K is three orders of
magnitude larger than that at 1200 K.
[55] The difference in density between the metallic blob

and the surrounding material also affects the migration
speed. When the surrounding material is almost completely
composed of metal, negative buoyancy is less effective and
the migration speed of the metallic blob approaches zero.
Once, a pure metallic layer is formed, no metallic blob can
migrate across the metallic layer. In this case, the Rayleigh-
Taylor type instability becomes important rather than the

small scale sinking of each metallic blob. Since our model is
one-dimensional, the Rayleigh-Taylor type instability can-
not be taken into account.
[56] However, as will be discussed in next paragraph, the

core formation due to the Rayleigh-Taylor instability mech-
anism is suggested to be impossible during accretion.
[57] Honda et al. [1993a, 1993b] numerically simulated

the core formation due to the Rayleigh-Taylor type insta-
bility assuming that the central core and overlying metallic
layer have different but uniform viscosities. According to
their results timescale of the core formation is estimated as
follows:

tcore " 200
mc

4pGr2cR2
c

ð31Þ

where G is the gravitational constant and mc, rc, and Rc are
viscosity, density, and radius of the central undifferentiated
core, respectively. Note that the assumed viscosity is
uniform in the Honda et al.’s case within the central core
while our numerical result shows that the core has a thermal
structure with the inner core being cooler.
[58] For the case shown in Figure 5, the volume mean

temperature of the undifferentiated core is about 900 K (T/
Tm " 1/2), which corresponds to the viscosity of 8 % 1028

Pa & s. By substituting this viscosity value to equation (31),
we can obtain the core formation time to be 1013 years,
which is much longer than the age of the solar system.
However, the undifferentiated core is heated later in its
history by the decay of long-lived radio isotopes. Within
the first 0.5 Gyr, the temperature increase is estimated to be
300 K by assuming the bulk composition estimated by
Dreibus and Wänke [1987]. Then, the calculated core
formation time decreases to about 0.5 Gyr for this case.
If we consider such situation, the core formation may have
been completed within the first 1 Gyr. For the case with
smaller mmin the core formation time becomes more longer
because the inner part is colder.
[59] It is widely accepted that the isotopic data of SNCs

indicate early differentiation of Mars [Chen and Wasser-
burg, 1986; Jagoutz, 1991]. Our results implies that these
isotopic constraints may not represent the differentiation
process of entire Mars but record the local differentiation
process in each magma pond. In fact, isotopic anomalies in
short-lived radio isotope systems of SNCs suggest neither
vigorous convection nor global melting event occurred
during the Martian history [e.g., Lee and Halliday, 1997;
Halliday et al., 2001].
[60] Our model may explain the ancient magnetic activity

suggested by the magnetic anomalies acquired by Mars
Global Surveyor [Acuña et al., 1998, 1999; Connerney et
al., 1999]. As shown in this study, metallic blobs form a
metallic layer during accretion. As was suggested to explain
the Mercury’s magnetic field [e.g., Ness et al., 1975] the
generation of the magnetic field in a thin metallic layer is
possible. Thus the metallic layer may generate the ancient
magnetic activity on early Mars.
[61] In this study, we ignored the effect of an impact-

induced atmosphere [Matsui and Abe, 1986a]. If the effect
was taken into account, the surface temperature of Mars
may have been higher during accretion since the thick
atmosphere could prevent the surface from radiative cooling

Figure 8. (a) Thermal- and (b) density-structures at the
end of accretion for gic = 1.00 (broken and dotted curve),
1.10 (dotted curve), 1.20 (broken curve), and 1.30 (solid
curve), respectively. Other parameters are the same as those
of Figure 5.
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Heat partitioning too simplified ?
Thermal equilibrium assumed [senshu et al., 2002] 

Parameterized models
➪ Accretion 
➪ Impact heating
➪ Isostatic readjustment
➪ Differentiation
➪ Convection 
➪ Viscous heating
➪ Diffusion 
➪ Radioactive heating ... 



Early heat distribution
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Early heat distribution

Favors a hotter lowermost 
mantle with melting

(BMO?)

[Labrosse et al., 2007]
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 Heat partitioning and diapir size distribution

Heat partitioning 
strongly depends on  

the size distribution of 
planetesimals

Can explain the presence (or absence) and 
sustainability of geodynamo on Earth or Mars
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Smaller diapirs (larger nd0) 
➪ lower PeT 
➪ faster heat exchanges 
➪ higher core super heat

Increasing Core super heat

T̄d = Π∗
v + (T̄ 0
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v) exp
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t

)

Decreasing diapir radius



Conclusions II

✓ We derived scaling laws to determine heat partitioning 
between sinking iron diapir and their surroundings

✓  Our scaling laws can be used to model the thermo-
chemical evolution of a growing planet

✓  Simple parameterizations for heat partitioning during 
core formation are unrealistic

✓  Negative diapirism favor higher LM temperatures 

✓  Small diapirs lead to higher core superheat



Negative 
Diapirism in

Magma Oceans

Now what?



Motivations
✓ Terrestrial planets probably experienced magma ocean 
stages during their formation
✓ Differentiated impactors may have hit growing planets
 ➪ what happened to the iron cores?

[Wood et al., 2006]

iron cores fragmentation/breakup into cm-sized droplets often assumed

Negative diapirism in a magma oceans



Negative diapirism in a magma oceans

Questions
Do diapirs fragmentate as they sink?
What is the timing for fragmentation?

What is the timing for complete Fe-Si segregation?
Conditions for Fe-Si equilibration?

Differences with previous experiments
✓ Very low viscosities~ 10-2 Pa s
➪ Inertia effect cannot be neglected
✓ Shearing instabilities 
➪  diapirs fragmentation 
✓ Smaller scales involved 
➪ surface tension might be important

Iron
Core

Solid/partially 
molten

proto-mantle

Global/Local
Magma Ocean
?



Modeling Diapir Fragmentation
Important ingredients

✓ Inertia
✓ Surface tension
✓ Sharp and strong variations in material properties
✓ Variable scales to resolve accurately

Πσ =
σL

η0κT

Ra =
ρ0gα∆TL3

η0κT

Hv =
Di

Ra

Di =
αgL

Cp
B =

∆ρc

ρ0α∆T

κi
c

κT

Pr =
η0

ρ0κT

Governing parameters

➪ Solved with PIC, FV formulation + Adaptive Mesh Refinement: STREAMV

Important ingredients
✓ Inertia
✓ Surface tension
✓ Sharp and strong variations in material properties
✓ Variable scales to resolve accurately

∇.U = 0Mass:

Composition (Minor components: Ni, Co...):DtCi = κi∇2Ci

Composition (Fe-Si):DtC = 0

Energy: DtT = ∇2T + Hvφv −Di (T − T0) Uz

Momentum: Pr
−1DtU = −∇p +∇.τij + Ra(T −BC)ez + Πσξ∇C



Preliminary results

Fragmentation occurs 
The diapir separates several smaller bodies

 Cascade mechanism (self-similar?)



(Preliminary) ‘Conclusions’

✓ Need to perform systematic runs : Pr, Rb,  πσ ...

✓  Determine the conditions for fragmentation

✓ Characterize the dynamics of fragmentation (Self-similar? 
Size distribution of the new generations?) 

✓ Derive scalings!



Thank you





Melting and Fe-Si Equilibration

✓ cm sized droplet
✓ magma ocean context

brates in time Nt is V4Zr2bs
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2DSr=vs
p

and the
mass of equilibrated metal is 4Zr3bm/3. Thus the
mass fractions of the equilibrated metal and sili-
cate components are, respectively:

Fm ¼ r3bm=3
r3bm=3þ r2b s

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2DSr=vs
p ð30Þ

and

Fs ¼ 13Fm: ð31Þ

Following the previous derivation, the compo-
sition of the metal at time t+Nt is :

Cmðtþ NtÞ ¼ CBðtÞ
Fm þ Fs=Dms ð32Þ

and the bulk composition of the equilibrated com-

ponents is:

CBðtÞ ¼ FmCmðtÞ þ FsCsð0Þ ð33Þ

where Cs(0) is the original silicate composition ^
which is applicable in the case of a single falling
metal droplet. The rate of change of the metal
composition is:

dCm

dt
¼ ½Cmðtþ NtÞ3CmðtÞ&=Nt ¼

vs
2r

FmCmðtÞ þ FsCsð0Þ
Fm þ Fs=Dms 3CmðtÞ

" #

ð34Þ

which gives:

dCm

dt
¼ ACmðtÞ þ B ð35Þ

where:

A ¼ vs
2r

Fm

Fm þ Fs=Dms31
" #

and

B ¼ vs
2r

FsCsð0Þ
Fm þ Fs=Dms

" #

Finally, integrating with Cm =Cm(0) at t=0
gives:

CmðtÞ ¼ Cmð0Þ þ
B
A

$ %

expðAtÞ
" #

3
B
A

ð36Þ

which is identical in form to Eq. 29.
We have also used a ¢nite di¡erence model to

check the results obtained using Eq. 36. The one-
dimensional di¡usion equation (spherical coordi-
nates) is solved using a Crank^Nicholson approx-
imation. As above, we consider di¡usion in the
silicate liquid to be rate-limiting. In this case,
the composition of the silicate adjacent to the
droplet is reset to Cs(0) at time intervals equiva-
lent to the time taken for the droplet to fall a
distance equal to its own diameter. The change
in metal composition is calculated from the £ux
at the interface using Fick’s ¢rst law and the equi-
librium silicate composition at the interface is de-
termined from Dms.

Silicate liquid
Equilibrated

volume of

silicate

Vs

Fig. 5. Metal droplet model: a spherical droplet of liquid
metal, of radius r, sinks through silicate liquid with terminal
settling velocity vs. The volumes of metal and silicate that
equilibrate are shown schematically by dashed lines.
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From [Rubie et al, 2003]

✓ m-km sized diapir
✓ Mostly solid silicate context

Solid silicate

liquid silicate?

Metal Diapir

Vs

Under which 
conditions is silicate 

melt  produced?

Melt leads to higher κc ➪ Faster chemical exchanges


